As one of the three founding faculties, the Faculty of Arts is celebrating its 90th Anniversary this year and has launched activities to support its mission of excellence in Arts education and research, and its continuing commitment to nurture intellectual and community leaders. One of the major activities is the launching of **DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI LECTURES** delivered by distinguished Arts graduates.

**As the culmination of a year of celebrations, a HOMECOMING BANQUET will be held:**

- **Date:** November 14, 2003 (Friday)
- **Time:** 7:30 pm (6:30 pm cocktails)
- **Venue:** Convention Hall, HK Convention and Exhibition Centre
- **Dinner:** 4-course Western
- **Price:** HK$650 per person

If you have not reserved your seat/table yet, **PLEASE ACT NOW!**

Details and reservations: http://facarts.hku.hk/90th_arts/
Enquiries: Tel: 2859 2731